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COSPAR Policy for Restricted Sample Return
and Guidelines for Mars
Planetary Protection

• “... absolute prohibition of destructive impact upon return, the need
for containment throughout the return phase of all returned
hardware which directly contacted the target body or unsterilized
material from the body, and the need for containment of any
unsterilized sample collected and returned to Earth.”
• “Post-mission, there is a need to conduct timely analyses of any
unsterilized sample collected and returned to Earth, under strict
containment, and using the most sensitive techniques”
•
•

•
•

“... the outbound leg of the mission shall meet Category IVb
requirements...”
“... the canister(s) holding the samples returned from Mars shall be
closed, with an appropriate verification process, and the samples shall
remain contained ... transport to a receiving facility ... opened under
containment.”
“The mission and the spacecraft design must provide a method to “break
the chain of contact” with Mars. ...”
“Reviews and approval of the continuation of the flight mission shall be
required ...”
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MSR Campaign-Level
Planetary Protection Requirements
Planetary Protection

• Campaign level categorization and individual mission-phase
requirements:
•

All flight elements of a Mars Sample Return effort that contact or
contain materials or hardware that have been exposed to the martian
environment to be returned to Earth are designated “Planetary
Protection Category V, Restricted Earth Return”

•

Landed elements receive requirements equivalent to Planetary
Protection Category IVb Mars missions. Planetary Protection
Category IVc requirements also apply should the landed element be
intended to access a ‘special region’

•

Orbital elements, including hardware launched from Mars, receive
requirements equivalent to Planetary Protection Category III Mars
mission

Refinement of MSR Campaign-Level
Planetary Protection Requirements
Planetary Protection

• Campaign level requirements:
– all items returned from Mars shall be treated as potentially
hazardous until demonstrated otherwise: what does this mean?
– release of unsterilized martian material shall be prohibited: <10nm
particle at <1x10-6 probability: ESF study inputs
– subsystems sterilized/cleaned to levels driven by the nature and
sensitivity of life-detection experiments and the planetary protection
test protocol: what tests does a protocol include?
– life-detection measurements dictate limits on
contamination/recontamination of the samples: what instruments,
sensitivity?
– need methods for preventing recontamination of the sterilized and
cleaned subsystems and returned material: technology development
– presence of a long-term heat source (RTG) would impose additional
landing site restrictions to prevent both nominal and off-nominal
spacecraft-induced “special regions”: what features are of concern?

Returning Martian Samples to Earth
Planetary Protection

• Previous requirements developed over decades
of MSR preparation and adopted by COSPAR
• ESA and NASA are continuing a program of
requirements refinement
• Key recommendations:
NRC: samples returned from Mars by spacecraft
should be contained and treated as though
potentially hazardous until proven otherwise
ESF: a Mars sample should be applied to Risk
Group 4 (WHO) a priori
NRC: No uncontained martian materials ...
should be returned to Earth unless sterilized
ESF: the probability of release of a potentially
hazardous Mars particle shall be less than one in
a million
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What Does ‘Potentially Hazardous’ Imply?
Planetary Protection

• Hazards must be either destroyed or contained
– Can samples be sterilized?
– How?
– Why?

• Sample containment must ensure safety of Earth
– What is the risk to the Earth from an accidental breach of
containment?
– What is the potential that something is alive in the samples
and could escape from containment (eat its’ way out)?

• Human mission planning must ensure safety of
astronauts
– How hazardous are the returned samples?
– Are there biological hazards in the returned samples?
– How can these be mitigated, for future missions to Mars?

From the Mars 2020
Draft Categorization Request
Planetary Protection

• “... the project anticipates it will be assigned as a planetary protection
Category IVb mission.”
• “... the rover will be designed to take scientific in situ measurements on
Mars. The mission will also acquire, encapsulate, and cache individual
scientifically selected samples of martian material for possible return to
Earth by a subsequent mission.”
• “This concept also would support NASA’s long-term priority objectives
for human exploration of Mars.”
• “The overall mission objectives include the search for signs of ancient
life both in-situ and potentially in the return sample.”
• “the project’s Science Definition Team Report firmly concluded that
the mission should not target ‘special regions’ ...”
• “Based on MSL lessons learned, the project anticipates capturing
more detailed PP daughter requirements within the standard systems
engineering tools and structures.”
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Seeking Signs of Past Life
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Category IVb Requirements for Mars
Planetary Protection

NPR 8020.12 section 5.3.2.2:
PP Category IVb. Lander systems designed to investigate extant
Martian life shall comply with all of the requirements of PP Category
IVa and also with one of the following requirements:
EITHER
a. The entire landed system is restricted to a surface biological burden
level of 30 spores (see 5.3.2.4) or to levels of biological burden
reduction driven by the nature and sensitivity of the particular lifedetection experiments, whichever are more stringent*, and protected
from recontamination.
OR
b. The subsystems which are involved in the acquisition, delivery, and
analysis of samples used for life detection are sterilized to these
levels. Methods for preventing recontamination of the sterilized
subsystems and preventing contamination of the material to be
analyzed is provided.
*No longer in COSPAR policy language 9

Policy Consideration: Is there a difference
between ‘past’ and ‘extant’ life?
Planetary Protection

Detection of ‘life’ on Mars would have significant
implications for future exploration and planetary protection
policy.
•ESA ExoMars Rover Instrument Description: “MOMA will target
biomarkers to answer questions related to the potential origin, evolution
and distribution of life on Mars.”
•NASA Mars 2020 SDT Report: “Assess the potential for preservation of
biosignatures within the selected geological environment and search for
potential biosignatures.”

• Is there a difference between detecting ‘biosignatures’ or
‘biomarkers’ and detecting ‘life’?
• If biomarkers or biosignatures are detected and proposed to
indicate ancient life, is it possible to exclude a potential for
extant life?
• What are potential implications of ‘finding life’ for future
mission requirements (and planetary protection policy)?
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Evolution of Requirements - Bioburden
Planetary Protection

Catefory IVb Outbound requirement according to Planetary Protection
Category V, restricted Earth return:
The subsystems of one or several missions which are involved in the
acquisition, delivery and storage, and analysis of samples used for life
detection must be sterilized or cleaned to levels of bioburden reduction
driven by the nature and sensitivity of the particular life-detection
experiments driven by the life detection and biohazard assessment
protocol, and a method of preventing recontamination of the sterilized
subsystems and the contamination of the material to be analyzed is in
place.
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Refining Category IVb Requirements
Planetary Protection

What does the requirement “driven by the nature
and sensitivity of the particular life-detection
experiments” imply?
• Life detection experiments performed on Mars material
returned to Earth will involve the best state-of-the-art
instrumentation and capabilities available at the time

• Confidence in the conclusions of a life-detection protocol
must be high, to address a range of policy issues (risk
management, future mission requirements, etc.)

• Type of measurements and detection sensitivity will drive
contamination limits on all elements of an MSR campaign,
including initial sample caching missions
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What Drives the Limits?
Planetary Protection

Surface
contamination
requirement

Bulk
contamination
requirement

1
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Define Requirements Today
for Analyses Tomorrow...
Planetary Protection

• Instrumentation used on returned Mars samples will be at
least as sensitive as today’s instrumentation
• Detection of organic material on surfaces can attain
femptomolar/attomolar sensitivity over micron-scale spots
(e.g., LDMS; other desorption techniques)
• Detection of organic material in bulk samples can attain
parts-per-billion sensitivity (ng/g)
• Capabilities to verify pre-launch organic/biological
cleanliness may constrain requirements in practice
• Provisional guidance can be derived from past and current
life detection missions, but additional work is necessary to
assess current capabilities and extrapolate future needs
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Timeline for Developing Detailed
Organic Contamination Limits
Planetary Protection

• 15-20 participants identified by end of December; half
from project/science team and half from planetary
protection
• Kick-off meeting in January: start discussing literature
review/assignments
• Subsequent meetings/telecons as: one per month
• ~2-day NRC/SSB 'meeting of experts' in March, to obtain
broader community input (~50 people)
• Draft report delivered in May, including recommended
limits on the various types of contamination
• Review in June, with the intent to provide information to
the project by end of June 2014
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Need to Know What’s Being Detected...

